Game collection
old traditional games for
kids
from different countries

Foreword
Dear Reader,
The game collection you are about to read is created as a result of the common work of 12
youngsters, who participated in the Youth camp “Time Machine”, which took place from 24th to
27th of May in the beautiful place Lodenica na Mlynčoku, situated very close to the village
Slovenska Ľupča in central Slovakia. The activity is organized by an EVS volunteer, hosted by CVČ
– Junior, Banská Bystrica. 1
The idea behind this initiative is very simple – we wanted everybody, to use this “time machine”
and to get back to the childhood, to remember the old games, s/he have played with friends from
early morning till late evening – outdoor in front of the big living block or in the yard of the old
village house. And in order this trip to be more exciting and vivid, we got the idea that we can share
and play again together these old, very old games – even older than the televisor and the computer.
So thanks to the common work and the sharing between these 12 youngsters (or young adults) from
10 different countries, we got this amazing result, which we present to you now – here you can find
old tradiotional purely children games, but also such ones, which could be used in different
trainings, youth exchanges and so on.
To all the nice people, participating in the camp I would like to tell very big thanks for all the time,
ideas and energy they have shared. And to you, dear reader, I would like to wish a nice and joyful
reading.
Vesselina Valcheva
initiator of the project and co-organizer of the camp
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About the collecton
(Some practical info)
Since the texts are written by a volunteer, who is not native speaking in English, this
material might have some texts which are not very clear or contain some grammar or spelling
mistakes. In such cases, you can always write to the author ot the material
vesselina.valcheva.d@gmail.com, and to request a more clear explanation of the texts or fixing the
mistakes.
For more practical and easy use of this tool there is a map of symbols devloped, which
describe the content of the games. The symbols have meaning as follows:
- indoor game
- outdoor game
(when there is a game marked with both symbols, it is suitabe for both – indoors and outdoors)
- a game, which can be used as “get-name game”
- a game, which can be used as team-building activity or requires a team work between
participants
- a game, which includes physical activity (or can be used as energizer)
- a game, which requires mental activity (thinking, focusing on something, solving a
problem)

Content
Games, presented by:
Nara, Russia
Game Nr. 1: Puling a rope
Game Nr. 2: Homeless rabbit
Game Nr. 3: Sea
Game Nr. 4: Colours
Lilyanna, Russia
Game Nr. 1: Ha-sa-ka
Game Nr. 2: Who said your name?
Game Nr. 3: Bag jumping
Game Nr. 4: Walking in couples
Zanda, Latvia
Game Nr. 1: Last couple split
Game Nr. 2: Jumping stone
Game Nr. 3: Where is the dot?
Emanuela, Italy
Game Nr. 1: Dear, Queen, how many steps...
Game Nr. 2: All, my beautiful statues
Game Nr. 3: Who did that?
Andrea, Austria
Game Nr. 1: Pago, pago
Game Nr. 2: Hosen owe
Game Nr. 3: Ox behind the hill
Elena, Russia
Game Nr. 1: Chains
Game Nr. 2: Dudar, dudar
Game Nr. 3: What are they doing?
Barbara, Austria
Game Nr. 1: Mother, mother, we have a knot
Game Nr. 2: Marbles
Game Nr. 3: Destroy the A
Game Nr. 4: Exchange things
Game Nr. 5: Remember (Merkball)
Miguel, Spain
Game Nr. 1: Catch them all
Game Nr. 2: Take the flag
Game Nr. 3: Hunter
Game Nr. 4: Exchange numbers
Game Nr. 5: Car racing
Game Nr. 6: Egg racing
Simon, Germany
Game Nr. 1: Chinece whispering (Stille Post)
Game Nr. 2: Treasure hunt
Game Nr. 3: Fire, water, storm
Game Nr. 4: Journey to Jerusalem
Game Nr. 5: Who is afraid of the black man?
Game Nr. 6: Prison ball
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Andy, Slovakia
Game Nr. 1: Oko-boko
Game Nr. 2: Red scarf
Game Nr. 3: Fly, fly, everything fly
Game Nr. 4: Name, town, animal, object
Game Nr. 5 Devil
Vesselina, Bulgaria
Game Nr. 1: Hide and seek
Game Nr. 2: Blindfolded granny
Game Nr. 3: Guards and thieves
Game Nr. 4: Potatoes in pen
Game Nr. 5: Fisher and fish
Game Nr. 6: Presents
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Game Nr 1: Pulling a rope
Materials needed: a rope (about 3-4 meters long)
Number of participants: 2
Description: The rope is tied to make a closed circle. The two
participants stand opposite each other and hold it firmly with two
hands. Somebody says “start” and the participants start pulling the
rope. The aim of the game is to make the opponent to move forward.
The one, who makes to do this, is the winner.
The game can be also played in teams – the participants make two
teams and each team has to hold one end of the rope. In front of the
Naragma Nomshieva, most front player from each team there should be a line. When the
game starts, the team whoose players first step the line, looses.
volunteer from
Republic of Buryatia,
Game Nr 2: Homeless rabbit
Russian Federation
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 6
Description: There are two participants, chosen in the beginning of the
game – one of them is the wolf and the second one is the homeless
rabbit. The rest of the participants form a circle – they are rabbits,
which have home. When the game begins, the wolf starts following the
homeless rabbit and tries to capture him. If the wolf manages to catch
the homeless rabbit, they changes roles. In the mean time the rabbit
always tries to find home, by pushing one of the other rabbits out of
their homes. When s/he manages the rabbit kicked out of his/ her home
is the new homeless rabbit and the wolf starts seizing him/her.
Game Nr 3: Sea
/
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 3
Description: There is one player, which is chosen to be a leader of the
game. The rest of the participants are walking around. The leader is
saying the poem:
Russian:
Russian transcription: English:
Море волнуется раз,
More volnuetsya raz, The sea is waving once,
Море волнуется два,
More volnuetsya dva, The sea is waving twice,
Море волнуется три, More volnuetsya tri,
The sea is waving three,
Морская фигура замри! Marskaya figura zamri! Sea figure, freeze!
When the leader says the last word, all the other players should freeze
in the position they are. Than the leader goes around the participants
and looks if somebody makes a move (the leader is not allowed to
touch or tickle the participants). The fist one who moves and the leader
see him/ her, loses the game and becomes the next leader.
There is also Bulgarian version of the game, and the text is very
similar to the Russian one:
"Морето се вълнува – раз,
морето се вълнува – два,
морето се вълнува – три,
в морска фигура замръзни!"
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Game Nr 4: Colours
/
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 3
Description: One of the players is chosen to be a leader of the game.
The rest of the players are standing in a circle. The leader says a colour
and everybody has to find this colour on the clothes/ shoes/ accessories
of somebody of the rest participants and touch it (every player can be
touched only by one other participant). The one who is last in finding
the colour goes out of the game. The winner is the one, who stays in
the game the longest possible.
Game Nr 1: Ha-sa-ka
/
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 5
Description: All the participants stay in a circle. The task of the game
is everybody to pass on the positive energy using the special words
“Ha – sa – ka” and to make a special move with each of them. The first
participant, who starts, says “ha” and lifts his/ her right or left arm
perpendicular to the body with arm bent in the elbow to left or to the
right. If the first player gives the energy to left, the person on his/ her
left should continue – s/he gives the energy to somebody else – he lifts
the left or right arm up and bends the elbow to the direction where s/he
wants to pass the energy and says “sa”. The third one who gets the
turn, says “ka!” and has to lift his/ her two arms straight and to point
the next person, who takes turn.
If somebody makes a mistake, has to go out of the game. The winners
are the last three players who stay in the game.
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No photo

Lilyanna
volunteer from
Russian
Federation

Game Nr 2: Who said your name?
Materials needed: one scarf
Number of participants: minimum 4
Description: One of the participants has blindfolded eyes. The rest of
the players make a row behind him/her so, that s/he doesn’t know the
order they are standing. When the game begins, the first player (a
“caller”) in the row says the name of the blindfolded player. The task
of the blindfolded participants is to guess, who says his/her name. If
s/he is correct, than the “caller” put the hand on the shoulder of the
blindfolded one and goes on back of the row. If s/he is not correct, the
“caller” has to start running (and does not put the arm on the shoulder
of the blindolded player). The blindfolded player should take off the
scarf and start running after his caller. If s/he manages to catch the
caller, the caller becomes the new blindfolded person, and the one,
who was blindfolded before goes somewhere in the row.
Game Nr 3: Bag jumping
Materials needed: a big bag (better textile, not plastic one) for each
participant
Number of participants: minimum 2
Description: For the game is needed relatively big field for playing. On
one side of the field is the start line and on the other side – final. All
the players standing on the start line have a big bag and they step
inside it and hold the top part of the bag on the high of their hips.
Somebody says “start” and players start jumping with feet and legs in
their bags, trying to reach the final as fast as possible. The one who
gets to the final first, wins the game.
There is another variation of the game, in which the players can play in
teams. In this case, on the start line is one player and the rest member
of his/ her team stand in a line behind. When the first player starts the
game, s/he jumps to the final line and gets back (running or jumping
again) and gives the bag to the next player of the team. In this case,
wins the team, which does the task first.
Game Nr. 4: Walking in couples
Materials needed: Scarves or rope
Number of participants: minimum 4
Description: There is a big playing ground needed with two lines – the
“start” line on one side of the ground and “final” line on the opposite
side. All the players split into couples. In each couple the participants
has to tie legs together (one leg from each participant). All participants
stand on the “start” line and, when somebody gives a signal, all the
couples try go to the final as fast as possible. The couple, which gets
first to the final, wins.
The last two games, presented by Lilyanna, are traditional games,
played on the occasion of the summer festival Sabantuy (Сабантуй).
This is a festival, traditional for Bashkir, Tatar and Idel-Uralian,
celebrated on the occasion of the beginning of the agricultural season.
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Game Nr. 1: Last couple split
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 5
Description: All the participants, except one, form couples and stand in
a row (couple behind couple). In front of the row stands a player, who
is not in any couple – s/he is the leader. When the leader says “Last
couple split!”, the couple, which is at the back of the row should split
and start running – they should run to the front of the row trying to find
each other and form a couple again. In the mean time, the leader tries
to catch one of these two players and to form a pair with him/ her. The
first two players, who get together, go to the front and join the row.
The one left alone is leader again and tries to split the couple which is
the last in the row.
Game Nr. 2: Jumping stone
/
Materials needed: a small stone
Number of participants: minimum 5
Description: The aim of the game is to guess which one of the players
has got the stone and to prevent him/ her from jumping.
All the participants, except one, form a circle. The one left is the leader
– s/he stays in the middle of the circle and holds a small stone in his/
her hands. When the game starts, the leader goes to all the players in
the circle and gives the stone to one of them and imitates giving the
stone to the rest. Even the players who don’t have the stone should
imitate as it was given to them. In the same time they should guess
who really has the stone (while holding hands in a way pretending that
they have it). When the leader finishes (s/he has gone to each of the
players), s/he can give some time to everybody of the circle to think
and go to hold the player, “having the stone” (everybody can chose a
different “holder of the stone”, according to his/ her own guessing).
After that the leader says “Stone, jump!” and the player who has the
stone jumps, if s/he can. If s/he manages to do it, s/he becomes the new
leader. If not – the leader from the previous round, stays and the game
continues.
Game Nr. 3: Where is the dot?
Materials needed: A paper and a pen/ pencil/ marker
Number of participants: minimum 3
Description: In the beginning of the game the participants draw a net
and place a dot somewhere in it. There is one player, who is chosen to
“lead” the dot trough the net. When the game begins s/he starts giving
instruction how the dot moves (for example – “two up” means that the
dot moves two cells up and so on). The rest of the players should
concentrate and follow how the dot goes (but just to imagine – they are
not allowed to draw or write). In the end of the game, the players
should show where the new position of the dot is.
In order to make the game more challenging, the leader can give the
instruction very fast and to “move” the dot a lot trough the field.
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Zanda Čeirāne,
volunteer from
Latvia

(Scheme of the game)

2 up

1 right

Game Nr. 1: Dear Queen, how many steps I have to make to get to
you?
/
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 3
Description: To play the game participants need a relatively big
playing ground (or a room). One side of the playing area should be
defined as beginning line (or start) where all the players stay. There is
one player chosen, which is the “queen” and has to go on the opposite
side of the ground (on the “final” spot). When everybody takes
position the game starts – the first players, who stands on the start line
asks the queen “Oh, my dear queen, how many steps I have to make to
get to you?” The queen replies “Three steps like …. (an animal)” Than
Emanuela Cardetta,
the player should make three steps imitating that animal. When the first
volunteer from
participant is ready, the next one is on turn and so on. There are as
Italy
many rounds, as they are needed one of the participants to get to the
queen. The first one, who does it, wins the game and becomes the next
queen.
Here are some examples about the animal steps:
Ant – makes very small steps (feet are right next to each other and
moves just 1-2 cm by each step);
Mouse – makes steps by putting the heel of the foot right in front of the
toes;
Dog/ cat – makes steps on four feet;
Crab – walks backwards.
There could be any animal mentioned and it is just up to the
imagination of the players, how they would imitate it.
Game Nr. 2: “All my beautiful statues…”
/
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 3
Description: For the game participants need to choose a relatively
bigger field or room. The game is similar to the previous one – there is
one player, chosen to be a leader of the game, who stays on one side of
the playing ground (where is the “final” spot). All the rest participants
stand on the opposite side (where is the “start” line). When the game
begins, the leader stands with a back to the group saying “All my
beautiful statues are you ready to be a ballerina?” In the mean time all
the players make steps trying to reach the leader. As soon as the leader
says the last word of the sentence, s/he turns with face to the group. In
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that moment all the players should freeze in a position, imitating the
role, which the leader said (for example – ballerina). If somebody
makes a move, should go back to the start line and begin the journey
again. The winner is the one, who gets to the leader first – s/he
becomes a next leader.
For this game, could be used all the professions, animals, tools –
everything possible to be imitated.
Game Nr. 3: Who did that?
/
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 5
Description: One person is standing with a back to the other
participants and has a palm turned back to the group. When the game
starts somebody from the group should slap the palm of the person
standing on the front and quickly goes back in the group. The
“slapped” player should turn as fast as possible and to guess who did it.
If s/he is correct, s/he can go back to the group and the one, who
slapped him/ her, becomes the next “victim”.
Game Nr. 1: Pago pago
Materials needed: cards, cones to put on the playing field
Number of participants: enough to make at least two teams of 3-4
people
Description: For that game is needed a relatively big playing ground
(or room). There is “start” line on one side of the field and a spot on
the opposite side of the field, where is a pale of cards (turned in a way,
which does not allow to be seen what is on them) – in the beginning of
the game it is defined the colour of the cards, which each team will
collect. On the way from the “start”-line to the pile of cards there are
obstacles (for example cones). When the game begins, participants
from the teams should pass the way and all the obstacles and get to the
pile with cards. When a participant get to the cards, should pick and
flip it – if it belongs to the colour, which his/ her team collect, can take
it, if not, has to leave it back. Than s/he has to go back to the start line
as soon as possible, so the next participant from the team can go.
The team, which collects first all the cards from the colour defined to
them, wins.
Here are some rules, how people can cross the obstacles:
- two people – one of them is walking on hands and the other one is
holding the legs of the first one high
- jump
- jumping backwards
- jump on one leg
etc. – it is up to the creativity of the organizer of the game.
Game Nr. 2: Hosen owe/ Hosen unten/ Pants down
Materials needed: Austrian cards for playing
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Andrea
volunteer from
Austria

Number of participants: 3 to 7
Description: In the beginning of the game everybody gets 3 cards and
there are 3 cards, which are left in the middle of the table and are
turned in a way, so it is visible what is on them. The players take turns
to exchange their cards – they can exchange one of their cards for one
of the cards from the middle. Also, there is possibility to exchange all
the three cards, which the player has in the hands. The aim of the game
is to collect “trousers” – three cards, which are from the came colour
and higher than 10 and one of them is ace. Once somebody collects a
trousers, should put the cards down on and says “Hosen owe”. Than
everybody has to put their cards on the table and the score (number of
points) is counted according to the cards, which everybody has
managed to collect. If somebody has collect three symbols from
different colour, gets automatically 30 points.
The player who has the smallest number of points, looses one life (in
the beginning of the game everybody has two lives). The winner is the
one, who stays “alive” the longest possible.
Game Nr. 3: “Ochs hinterm Berg” (Ox behind the hill)
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 3
Description: It is a game, similar to the other freezing games. One
person turns with back to the group (s/he will be the leader) and the
others stand in a certain distance away from him/ her (approximately 5
meters). While the leader is saying the words “Ochs hintenrm Berg”
the others are walking and trying to get to him/ her as close as possible.
When the leader turns, everybody should stand on the place and freeze.
If somebody makes a move, should come back to the start and begin all
over again. The one, who manages to reach the leader first, wins the
game and begins the next leader.

Elena
Emelyanova,
volunteer from
Russian
Federation

Game Nr. 1: Chains
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 6
Description: The players split into two teams and the members of each
team hold hands, forming a chain. One of the team is chosen to begin.
When the game starts, they say:
“Tari-bari, give us… (name of somebody of the other team)
When they say the name, this person, should run against the opposite
team and tries to split them. If s/he manages to split the chain, so his/
her team gets a point and can take one player of the opposite team. If
not, s/he has to stay in that team. After that the turn gets the other team.
The game is played till all the players get into one team.
Text in Russian: “Тары-бары! Дайте нам…”
Transcription from Russian: “Tari –bari, dayte nam…”
This game has also a Slovak version – the rules are the same, and the
text is like this:
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The first group says: „Kráľu, kráľu, daj vojačka!“
The second group asks: Ktorého?
The first group replies, saying the name of somebody of the second
group. Than the rules are the same – if this person can break the
chain, can take somebody from the first team in his group, if not – has
to stay in the second chain.
Game Nr. 2: Dudar, dudar*
/
* The Doudar is a man, who plays pipe. In this game the doudar is
very old and ill and everything is aching him.
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 6
Description: All the participants, except one, (the Doudar), make a
circle. The Doudar should stay in the circle (could be standing or
sitting). The rest of the players hold the hands and turn the circle
around him, singing:

Russian:
Дударь, дударь, дударище
тарый, старый старичище
Его под колоду
Его под сырую
Его под гнилую
Дударь, дударь, что болит?

Russian transctiption:
Doudar, doudar, doudarishe,
Stary, stary, starichishe,
Evo pod kolodu
Evo pod syruyu
Evo pod gnoluyu
Doudar, doudar, chto balit?

English:
Hey, doudar, doudar, doudar,
He is old, old, very old,
He is under the deck
Under the crude
Doudar, doudar, what is aching?

When they ask the question, the doudar should say a part of the body
(for example head) which is aching him. Than everybody should hold
that part of the body of his/ her neighbour on the right. After that the
circle starts going again and the players sing the song. When they
finish it, the Doudar says another part of the body... When the game
should finish, the Doudar says “Здоров” (I got recovered), so the
group choses another Doudar and the game can start again.
Game Nr. 3: What are they doing?
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 3
Description: The group chooses one player, who will be the “king”.
The rest of the participants should prepare and show him/ her an
action, imitating any activity (for example cooking, going to school,
dancing, fishing, etc.). While playing the action, the players are not
allowed to talk. The aim of the king is to guess what the players in the
group are doing. If s/he guesses correctly, s/he can come back in the
group and there will be another “king” chosen.
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Barbara
Hopfensperger
volunteer from Austria

Game Nr. 1: „Muti, Muti, wir haben einen Knot!” /“Mother,
mother, we have a knot!”
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 7
Description: The group chooses one participant, who is the “mother”.
It is best, if the game is played in a room or a place, where the
“mother” can go away, so it will not be possible for her to listen or see
what the others are doing. When the game begins, the mother has to go
out of the room/ playing space. The rest of the participant make a circle
holding hands and try to make the most complicated knot possible.
When they are ready, they call “Mother, mother, we have a knot!”
Than the “mother” has to come back and to untie the knot.
Game Nr. 2: Marbles
Materials needed: marbles, big sandy playing ground
Number of participants: minimum 2
Description: The playing space should look like this – there is a “start”
line and about 2 meters away from it there is a hole with a diameter
approximately 10 cm. Each one of the participants in the game receives
5 marbles. When the game begins, the player, who has the turn, stands
on the start line and throw the marbles towards the hole. For each of
the marbles, which gets directly in the whole, the player receives 10
points. After the first throw, the player can try three more times to
bring some of the marbles to the whole. For that s/he has to bend the
index finger like a hook and hits the marble with the second phalanx of
the finger. For each marble, which gets to the hole with this kind of
“help” the participant gets 5 points.
The players can take turns and play on one ground, or there could be
formed several fields, so each of the participants has an own field.
Game Nr. 3: Destroy the A
Materials needed: Some materials to build the “A” – could be three
sticks to put together in a shape of tent or a boot or a cone – up to the
creativity of the players
Number of participants: minimum 4
Description: In the beginning of the game the players build the “A” - it
can be some easy construction of sticks, or a boot for example something which is easily destroyed or fallen down. After that one of
the participants is chosen to be a “seeker” and the others have to hide.
The seeker stays right next to the “A” and has to close the eyes and to
count loudly as much as the players agree. In the mean time the rest of
the participants are hiding. When the counting finishes the seeker starts
walking around and looking for the others. When s/he sees somebody,
s/he has to come back to the “A” and say “One, two, three … (the
name of the found person) is … (the place, where is the hidden person”
(For example “One, two three, Barbara behind the tree” Than the
found one is in the “jail” (should stand somewhere close to the A, but
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they cannot help either to the seeker, neither to the rest of the hidden
people) and the seeker continues looking for the others.
On the other hand, people, who are hiding, try to come to the “A” and
to destroy it (the one, who manages to get to the “A” before the seeker,
has kick the “A” to put it down and to say “One, two, three, everybody
is free”. Once this is done, everybody is free (in case nobody is found,
the seeker does not look for anybody). So for the next round the new
seeker will be the first found (if there is nobody found, the seeker stays
the same)
Note: To prevent cheating, there can be also a special rule: When the
seeker specifies where s/he has found somebody of the rest of the
players and makes mistake with the names - for example, s/he says
“One, two, three, Barbara behind the tree”, but behind the tree is not
Barbara, but Anna, so Anna can go out of the place because she is
saved.
Game Nr. 4: Exchange something
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: 3
Description: Two of the players go in a room (or distant enough place)
and exchange something – could be a piece of clothes (t-shirt, trousers,
and shoes) or accessory (something for hair, jewels, and scarves).
When they are ready, the third one goes to them and tries to guess what
they have exchanged. If s/he guesses, s/he can exchange a place with
one of the players, who were exchanging things (and so the players
rotate all the time)
Game Nr. 5: Remember (Merkball)
Materials needed: a ball, a field for playing
Number of participants: minimum 6
Description: There is a field, defined for the game. The players can run
around, but shouldn’t go out of the field. One of them has a ball and
has to throw it so, s/he can hit somebody of the others (important rule –
the one, who has the ball is not allowed to run and has to shoot from
his/ her place). If somebody is hit by the ball (and cannot catch it), has
to go out of the game and to remember who has “killed” him/ her. It is
important to everybody to remember that, because if his/ her “killer” is
shot by somebody else, the “killed” person can come back in the game.
There could be some special rules – for example – everybody can
begin with several lives and to lose one of them every time, when got
shot (and when the number of lives goes to zero, that person goes out
of the field). Another variation is to play with two or more balls, to
make the game a bit more complicated and fun. :)
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Miguel
Alvarez,
volunteer from
Spain

Game Nr. 1: Catch them all
Materials needed: 10 pencils, stopwatch or just a watch indicating
seconds and minutes
Number of participants: Description: When the game begins, the player should position his/ her
hand in a way, so the palm is facing the ground. S/he will lay one
pencil on the back side of his/her fingers. When the game begins, the
stopwatch starts and the player should throw the pencil upwards, using
just the back side of the fingers and than try to normally catch it. Once
s/he manages to do it with one pencil, s/he will try to do it with two
pencils, then with three pencils, etc. The aim of the game is to do the
exercise with 10 pencils for less than one minute. If the game is played
by several people, the winner is the one, who can gradually catch all
the 10 pencils in the shortest time.
Game Nr. 2: Take the flag
Materials needed: a flag (or scarf)
Number of participants: minimum 7
Description: One of the participants is chosen to be a referee. S/he
stays in the middle of defined playing ground. The rest of the players
are divided into two teams (there should be an equal number of the
participants in each of the teams) and stand in the two opposite corners
of the defined ground. Each player has a number in his/ her team.
When everything is prepared, the referee (who is holding the flag),
stretch his/ her arm straight forward and holds the flag. Than s/he says
one number – a player from each team, who has this number, has to
run to the referee, try to take the flag and bring it back to the team the
fastest way possible. In the mean time the person from the other team,
who didn’t manage to get the flag, tries to follow the one with the flag
and to catch him/ her. If that happen, the team of the “follower” gets a
point. In another case – if the player with the flag manages to get back
to his/ her team uncaptured, bring a point to his/ her team.
Game Nr. 3: Hunter
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 3
Description: This game should be played on relatively big field. In the
beginning of the game there is one player, who is chosen to be a
hunter. S/he stays on a line in the middle of the playing ground and all
the other players are on one side of the field. At one moment the group
of the players tries to run to the opposite side of the field, crossing the
middle line. In the mean time the hunter is trying to catch somebody
from the group. If s/he manages to do this, that person joins the
hunting and there are already two hunters, who try to catch somebody
from the group during the next “migration” of the participants. The
game is played till there is only one player “free” left – this is the
winner.
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Game Nr. 4: Exchange the numbers
/
Materials needed: a scarf
Number of participants: minimum 6
Description: There is one participant, who is blindfolded. The rest or
the players form a circle around him/ her and each one from the circle
has a number. When everybody is ready and the game begins, the
blindfolded player can say two numbers of people from the circle. The
ones, whose numbers have been said should exchange places – they are
allowed to move only inside the circle. In the mean time the
blindfolded player tries to catch somebody of them. If s/he manages,
they exchange - the one, who is caught gets blindfolded and should
stand in the middle of the circle, and the player who was blindfolded
goes in the circle and gets his/ her number.
Game Nr. 5: Car racing
Materials needed: a cone/ stone/ scarf – something to mark the “finish”
- spot
Number of participants: minimum 6 (enough to split into two teams)
Description: The players split into two teams. Before the game begins,
each player should chose a own car for the racing (and should know
that during the game, every player should run in the way, which his/
her car says). For example:
Mini - crawling
Volkswagen - jumping
Jaguar - running
Seat – on one leg
Skoda – side walking
Ferrari – jump on one leg.
In every team should be the same cars.
Before the beginning of the game the players of each team form a row
and stand behind the “start” line. When the referee says start, one
member from each team should start running to the final (and after that
back to the team), imitating the way defined for his/ her car. Once a
player is back to his team, the next one can start (again imitating the
way of running for the car s/he has chosen). The winner is the first
team, in which all the players go to the final and back.
Game Nr. 6: Egg racing
Materials needed: a spoon for every player, eggs
Number of participants:
Description: The game can have several variations
1) Every player plays individually. In this case every player has a
spoon in the mouth and in the spoon there is an egg. There is a start
line and final line. When the race begins, every player should walk the
fastest possible to the final, but watching out so the egg doesn’t fall.
The winner is the fist one, who gets the final and keeps the egg safe.
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2) The players can play into teams. Every player has a spoon and an
egg. When the game begins, the first player from every team starts and
tries to bring his/ her egg the fastest possible to the final spot and than
to come back to the team. Once a player from the team is back to the
group, the next one can go. The team, which finishes first (without
braking eggs), wins :))
3) Another option is in stead of eggs to use small balls (like pingpong ones). In this case the task will be every player to take the ball
(carrying it with the spoon in the mouth) to the final line and than go
back on the same way. Once a player gets back to the team should give
the ping-pong ball to the next player from the team, only by using the
spoons (no assistance with hands is allowed). After this “transfer” the
next player can go.
Game Nr. 1: Chinese whispering/ Stille Post
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 5
Description: Players sit in a row or a circle. The one, who is first, has
to make up a word (or a sentence) and to tell it to the secon one just by
whispering. Than the second one pass it to the third one and so on – till
the end. The rules are that the word/ sentence should be said only once
and everybody has to pass to the word or sentence as s/he has heard it,
even if it does not make any sense :D

Simon Rauh,
volunteer from
Germany

Game Nr. 2: Treasure hunt
/
Materials needed: some papers and markers/ pencils, a treasure
Description: The game can be played in teams or individually.
Someone (a single person or a group of people) has to hide the treasure
but should leave some hints to the “treasure hunters” how to find the
way to the treasure. (It could be like this – when the game starts, the
treasure hunters receive a small piece of paper with a hint how to get to
the next spot, where is another hint to the next spot and so on. The way
could be as long as the players decide. Also there could be additional
option to give a task on some of the station and just when the hunters
do it, they receive the next hint.)
Game Nr. 3: Fire, Water, Storm /Feuer, Wasser, Storm
Materials needed: nothing
Description: There is one participant, who is chosen to be a leader of
the game. During the game s/he has to choose and say one of the
possible “disasters” and as soon as it is said, the rest of the players
should “rescue” themselves in this way:
- fire – all the players should lean on the ground and hide from the fire
- water (flood) – all the players should climb on something (a chair,
stone – according to the possibilities of the place for playing)
- storm – all the players should capture something stable (a three, a
pillar) or go in a closed place (for example if the game is played in a
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room – they can go in one of the room corners, so the storm doesn´t
blow them away)
The players should hide/ rescue themselves as fast as possible and the
one who is last, goes out of the game. The winner is the player, who
can “survive” and stay in the game the longest possible.
Game Nr. 4: Journey to Jerusalem/ Musical chairs/ Reise nach
Jerusalem
Materials needed: chairs (the chairs should be just one fewer than the
number of the players), music
Number of participants: one leader + minimum 3 more
Description: The chairs should be put in a circle so the back side of the
chairs is facing the inner part of the circle. The leader starts the music
playing and the rest of the players start walking and dancing around the
circle of chairs. When the music stops, everybody from the circle
should find a chair and sit on it. Since the chairs are with one fewer
than the players, there should be one, who stays left – s/he goes out of
the game and takes one chair with him/ her. After that the leader plays
the music again and the game continues in the same way. The one,
who stays the last is the winner.
There is another option – if there is not music, instead of it, the leader
can say a story and when s/he says a special word (which is chosen in
advance and all the participants know it) the players have to sit…
Game Nr. 5: Who is afraid of the black man*? / Wer hat Angst
vorm Schwarzen Mann?
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 5
Description: The rules of the game are similar like the game “Hunter”
presented by Miguel with a small difference. Before players start
running, there is a “story” which they say – the black man asks the
group
- Who is afraid of the black man?
- Nobody! – replies the group
- And what will you do when he comes? – asks again the “black man”
- We all will run away! – replies the group and everybody starts
running – the group runs against the black man and s/he runs against
the group. The rule is that everybody is allowed to run only forwards
and nobody can go back. When the “black man” manages to catch
somebody from the group, than s/he becomes also “a black man” and
they together try to catch the rest of the players.
* The name of the game “The black man”/ “Schvarzer Mann” refers
to “a man ill of plague”. Probably the inventors of the game were
trying to show an example how the plague can be transferred between
people, using a simple game – everybody who get in contact with the
disease (or as it is in the game – caught by the ill person), also
becomes carrier of the illness.
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Here is also the German version of the text:
- Wer hat Angst vorm Schwarzen Mann?
- Niemand!
- Und wenn er (aber) kommt?
- Dann laufen wir (davon)! /Dann reißen wir aus!
Game Nr. 6: Nation ball/ Prison ball/ DE: Völkerball
Materials needed: a ball
Number of participants: minimum 8 (to make two equal teams)
Description: The playing ground should be divided into two equalsized fields. On each of the fields is positioned one of the teams, exept
one player of each team, which stays on the opposite side of the field,
owned by the other team (see the grapics below). We will call this
player a “consul”. When the game starts, each of the teams should pass
the ball to their consul over the field of the opponent team. Once a
team does three passes, is allowed to “shoot” players from the opposite
team. The aim of every group is to eliminate all the players from the
opponent group (ellimination of a player happens when the ball hits a
team member and nobody manages to catch it before it hits the
ground). Once all the players from a team are “killed”, than the consul
of that team has to go into the field somebodz and get the ball and
somebody . The team, which first manages to eliminate also the consul
of the opponents, wins.

Consul of
team A

No photo

Andy Strnad,
volunteer from
Slovakia

Team A

Team B

Consul of
team A

Game Nr. 1: Oko-boko
Materials needed: a ball
Number of participants: minimum 7 (enough to make a circle + one
more player, who is “leader”)
Description: All the players, except the “leader” chose an animal they
would like to represent (any animal they want, just with the condition
that one animal can be represented just by one person) and than they
should make a circle and put the ball on the ground of the middle of it.
When they are ready, they start to walk in the circle and the leader
begins singing the song
Oko-boko, the soup is boiling,
and the taste makes the … (name of one of the animals, represented by
the players)
As soon as the animal is said, the player having this role, should
quickly grab the ball and try to shoot somebody of the other players
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(but in the mean time all the rest of the players have to run away the
farthest possible, so it cannot be “shot” by the ball). If the “animal”
manages to hit somebody with the ball, becomes the next leader. If not,
the leader who was on the first tour says and they start again.
Sometimes to have some more fun, the leader can also use some tricks
– like to say animal, which is not represented by the players, or to
make a big pause before saying the animal.
The Slovak text of the song:
Oko boko,volské oko,
polievka sa varí na ňu si chuť robí...
Game Nr. 2: Červený šátečku/ Red scarf
/
Materials needed: a scarf/ piece of cloth
Number of participants: minimum 6
Description: All the participants, exept one, make a circle. The one left
should stay in the circle, has to close his/ her eyes and to hold the scarf
and hold it like pointing something in front (the arm should be straight
and pointing forward). When the game starts, the player in the middle
of the circle should start turning to one side and the circle should turn
on the other direction, while players are singing the song:
Červený šátečku, kolem se toč,
Red scarf, the circle is spinning,
kolem se toč, kolem se toč,
circle is spinning, circle is spinning,
má milá se hněvá, já nevím proč, my fiance is angry, I don't know why,
já nevím proč, já nevím proč.
I don't know why, I don't know why
When the song ends, everybody should stand on the place. The person
in the middle should open the eyes and see to whon is his/ her arm
pointing – that person should come to the middle. Both players in the
middle should stand bachwards to each other. The group is counting
till 3 and the players in the middle should turn their head to left or to
the right (up to their own choise). If they turn the heads to one
direction, they should kiss and change the roles (the one, who was in
the middle of the circle goes in the big circle and the other one stays on
his/ her place) In case someone rejects to kiss the other, has to stay in
the middle of the circle for the next round.
If the players turn the heads in different directions, they shake hands
and keep their roles for the next round (the one, who was in the middle
of the circle stays there and the other goes back in the big circle).
Here is a video with the correct melody of the song:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT6JsOzr4-0
Game Nr. 3: Leti, leti, vsetko leti/ Fly, fly, everything fly
Materials needed: nothing
Number of participants: minimum 3
Description: There is one moderator, who is saying the poem:
Letí, letí, všetko letí
Čo má krídla, všetko letí
…. (something, chosen by the moderator) letí!
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The rest of the players are clapping hands. When the moderator says
the last word, the participants from the group should raise hands or put
them low. If the thing/ animal, which the moderator has said can fly
(for example s/he say “a bird”, “an eagle”, “an ariplain”), the players
have to raise hands. If the thing or animal said by the moderator cannot
fly (for example “a camel”, “a house”), the participants should put the
hands down.
The one, who makes mistake can give something from him/ herself
(keys/ a hat/ piece of cloth or so on).
During the game, if somebody of the participants wants to get
something back, can ask the moderator how to deserve it – usually can
make a challenge – to sing a song, to say a poem and so on.
Another variant of this game is: the one, who makes mistake goes out
of the game and in the end should stay only one player, which is the
winner.
Game Nr. 4: Meno, mesto, zvera, vec/ Name, town, animal, object
Materials needed: paper and pen/ pencil for every participant
Number of participants: minimum 2
Description: Every participant receives a piece of paper and a pencil.
They should make on the paper the following table:
Name
Town/ City
Animal
Object
Points
When everybody is ready, they can start with the game. One of the
participant chose a letter from the alphabet* and than all the players
start writing in the table – one name, one name of town or city, animal
and so on, beginning with the defined letter. The one, who finishes
first, says stop and the rest should also stop writing, Than they check
the results and calculate the points according to the rules, agreed in
advance**.
* There could be different ways of cosing the letter:
– one of the players says the first letter of the alphabet and the the
rest of the letters s/he counts without speaking. One of the other
players should say “stop” - and the first player should say which was
the last letter he counted. This will be the letter for that round of the
game.
– players write all the letters on a piece of paper. One of the player,
who has the turn, closes the eyes and hit the paper with the pen. The
letter, which s/he has hit should be the letter chosen for that round of
the game.
** There are different ways how the points can be calculated. For
example:
– everybody receives two (or ten) points for every word s/he has
written on the paper, in case this word is not written by someone else.
If two or more players have the same word, each of them receives the
half of the points for the words, which are written by someone else too.
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– every player receives one (or 5 points) for each “unique” word, but
if his/ her word is written by someone else s/he does not get any points.
This game can be also “edited” with different rules – there can be
included also names of rivers or mountains, countries and so on –
according to the age of the participants.
Game Nr. 5: Čert/ Devil
Materials needed: and elastic rope
Number of participants: minimum 5
Description: All the participants, except one, make a circle from the
rope and put one of their feet in the rope (the other one, should be out
of the rope). There is one moderator of the game, which is sayng a
story (s/he is not in the circle). When the moderator says the word
“čert” (devil), all the players should get their feet out of the rope the
fastest possible. The last one, who stays in the rope, is the devil (and
gets a punishment – the rope hits his/ her foot).
To be more interesting, the moderator can play with the words – to say
words, which sound like čert – so in that way distract the attention of
the players.
Game Nr. 1: Hide and seek
/
Materials needed - nothing.
Number of participants: minimum 2
Description: one kid is with close and is counting to 10 or 20 or 30
(depends how they agree) and the others hide somewhere. Than when
the counting is finished, everybody should be hidden and the kid,
which was counting, has to find them.
Game Nr. 2: Blindfolded granny/ Slyapa Baba/ Сляпа баба
/
Materials needed: A scarf or something to cover the eyes of one
participant
Number of participants: minimum 4
Description: The participant, who is blindfolded, is the granny and the
others are normal players, who walk around him/ her. His/ her purpose
is to capture some of the other participants and to guess who is it. If the
granny guesses, so they change the roles.
Game Nr. 3: Guards and thieves
Materials needed - nothing
Number of participants: Minimum 6
Description: The kids split into two teams. One team are the thieves
and the other one are the guards. The thieves have to invent a password
for them When they are ready, the game starts – all the players spread
in the playing place (the thieves try to hide and run from the guards).
The aim of the guards is to get the thieves - when they capture one of
them they find a way to make him to say the password. When the
guards get the password, they can use it to capture all of the rest of the
thieves.
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Vesselina Valcheva
volunteer from Bulgaria

Game Nr. 4: Potatoes in pen
Materials needed: a ball (better volleyball)
Number of players: minimum 4
Description: Kids are staying in a circle (the pen) and pass the ball to
each other using the volleyball movements. Once someone miss to get
the ball (or passes it very bad to the participant, so the next one cannot
get it), sits in the circle and how s/he is a potato, frying in the pen. The
next one, who miss joins him/ her and so on. Someone can save the
"potatoes" by hitting him/ her with the ball. But if the "saver" misses the ball hits the ground not the potato, s/he also has to get in the circle.
If one of the potatoes catch the ball, there is a role change - the
potatoes go out and for the circle, and the participants, who were
forming the pen, become potatoes.
Game Nr. 5: Fisher and fishes
Materials needed - nothing
Number of participants: minimum 5
Description: In the beginning there is one fisher and all the rest are
fishes. Once the fisher gets a fish, the fish becomes a fisher too - they
hold one hand each together and with the free one they try to capture
the other fishes. The winner is the last fish, which stays uncaptured.
Game Nr. 6: Presents
/
Materials needed: nothing
Number of players: minimum 4
Description: There is one player, which is a king. The rest of the
participants give one item to the king (the king does not which item to
whom belongs). Than the king gives one item to each participant and
says - "Go to your present and ..... (e.g. - tickle him, smile him, kick
him). Than the participant should find out to who belongs this thing the owner of it is the "present" of this participant.
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